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A song that gives life advice
Music by an artist born in 1922
A song with a title that includes
a name of a city
A work or album that includes a rare
instrument
A song that mentions a newspaper or
magazine
Contemporary Sámi language music
An album or work you give to a friend
as a gift
Music related to sports
Music recommended by your
favourite artist
Music by an Afghan-born female vocalist
Celtic music
A work with a weather phenomenon
in its title
Music composed to Eino Leino’s poems
Music by a Finnish Romani musician
A work with a fruit in its title
A song that you think is translated well
from another language
Music that you would like to play
A work or album that was originally banned or
censored
Music by Nordic representatives of the
Eurovision Song Contest
Music by a band with more than ten members
Finnish blues
A song that is somehow related
to your life
Music by a German band
Finnish film music
Finnish or Swedish language reggae music
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An album you would take with you to a
deserted island
Music by a non-binary artist
Goa trance music
A song with a title that features
a female name
Classical music you would listen to
outdoors on a sunny day
Music by a Ukrainian artist or band
A cat-themed work or song
Music by an artist born in the 2000s
Songs from the sea
A song with lyrics that resemble a letter or
message
A rock band or artist on stage with a classical
orchestra
A Geffen Records release
Music in a language you do not understand
Road trip songs
Jùjú music from Nigeria
A work with a title featuring the name
of a star, constellation or planet
A live album of a concert recorded in 1972
Post-rock
Music of a Finnish vocalist who sings in
Swedish
A song that will brighten the darkest of days
A song with a title that features a male name
A song with lyrics that are addressed to a
young person or child
Music by a physically impaired artist or
musician
A song with lyrics that express gratitude to
someone or for something
Christmas-themed instrumental music
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